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John Gilbert
Man-o-man, does Santa have a weird sense of
humor! Here I am in my record-breaking FIFTH
YEAR of learning how to fly and perfecting the
many ways I can crash a plane, whether taking off or
landing, and he brings me a HUGE ARF for
Christmas – a Chinese knockoff of the Kadet Sr,
none the less!
I was talking to Bill Towne about it, since he had
‘volunteered’ to help me assemble it (Ain’t No Such
Thing As An ARF). He told me that an 82 inch
wingspan would make it easier to fly, since I could
fly slower as I tried to land. Well, “the proof of the
pudding is in the tasting”, so we built it. But Wait,
There’s More!! We decided to convert the fuel
power configuration, for which it was designed, to
electric motor propulsion.
With the patient and very knowledgeable help of
Gordon Collyer of the Culpeper Club, we started on
our adventure of major aircraft modifications. First,
Gordon introduced us to the ecalc and MotoCalc
apps to help us decide on the motor, battery, ESC and
prop we should built the system around. After much
back and forth, we all agreed that a Rimfire 55, a
Castle Creations Phoenix Edge 100 Amp (it was only
$7 more than the 75 Amp), a 5000 mAh 6S battery
with a 12x7 prop.

Now Bill, with all his engineering background, and I
(!?) worked out the weight of all these changes, using
moment arms (huh?) and actual specification
weights. And Lo and Behold, guess what? The
changes worked out to almost the precise weight of a
fuel powered engine. So we set out on our odyssey
of drilling and sawing and gluing. Not only did it
turn out to be a beautiful plane, but it worked! The
fabricators had done a wonderful job of creating a
well-designed assembly system.
Gordon had the honor (and guts) to ‘maiden’ the
aircraft several weeks ago. And it flew pretty as you
please. Gordon suggested we use a 13x6 prop on it
instead of the 12x7 that we used in the app
calculations so it would have a little more ‘umph’.
This would allow me some power overhead so I

could get out of my own way when I had to recover
from one of my possible aeronautic miscalculations,
without having to rebuild the new plane.
So a BIG Thank You to Bill and Gordon. I now have
a fleet of planes ranging from a 24” foamy to an 82”
Frontier Sr. Guess which one I am going to fly first?

John Gilbert
EDITOR’S NOTES – Upcoming Events

contest. This event is currently scheduled for
September 18-19.
Fun Flys: The June event is cancelled. Events from
July and all months following are currently still on.
The October Air Fest at Culpepper Airport has been
cancelled.
An updated calendar will be sent to all club
members.

Jeff Killen

We discussed upgrading buddy boxes.

1. (Cancelled), Club Meeting, at Warrenton
Community Center, 7:00 PM, 6/23/2020
2. FARM Club Day & Fun Fly #4 at the field, all
day, 7/12/2020
3. AMA Nationals, at Muncie, IN, all day, 7/1923/2020 (update !!!)

Hobby Hangar has announced that the shop will
close at the end of August.

PROGRAMMING THE DX-18
SPECTRUM TRANSMITTER
Don Szczur
(Editor’s Note: Don sent me another article to follow
up on his May article. It is a reprint of an article he
did for RC Universe in 2013. Jeff)
https://www.rcuniverse.com/forum/team-rcu-donszczur-329/11404973-dx18-programming.html
Reprint from RC Universe, Don Szczur Pilot Forum:

SECRETARY’S REPORT
Jeff Killen
On June 3 the club officers had a meeting via zoom.
A few highlights from the meeting follow.
We have a new member, Mahit Vatsavayi. We now
have 65 members. Our bank account stands at
$6081. Financially, we are still doing okay. Our
end of year funds should be about like the end of last
year.
The Board voted to cancel the September 12 Float
Fly event.
The Board voted to wait until July or August to
decide on whether or not to hold the annual pattern

When I first wrote this article in 2013, I was flying
the DX-18-- which I'm still flying along with my iX12 and in the future, the iX-20. Since 2013, I also
wanted to mention that Spektrum has an excellent set
up pre-programmed models you can download from
their website for many Horizon Hobby
models. These can be a great starting point and for
their products will get you flying immediately with
minimal programming time. So without further
delay, here is the article.
The first item of discussion is related to Flight
Modes. I got several questions from folks that are
new to Spektrum advanced radios and are not used to
the terminology "flight mode". Basically think of
flight modes as dual rates with lots of options. In fact
you can program up to 5 flight modes (10 for
sailplanes) to be assigned to any switch or
combination of switches, using up to four switches-(DX-18) radio. For pattern flying I normally have
three flight modes (one for regular flying, one for

snaps, and one for spins) or five flight modes for
IMAC using two switches. The first three are the
same as pattern but an extra one for rolling circles,
and one for 3D. I also did try a couple of 3D flight
modes in the past, one for rolling harriers which like
a little less aileron to keep up with the rolling harrier
rate, and one for the rest of 3D high alpha maneuvers.
So, this may get complicated very quickly, but gives
a tremendous amount of capability. Let me give you
a couple of simple examples. One is spin entry. If
your plane, for whatever reason, breaks one direction
in a spin. Let's say you are coming up to a spin entry
and it wants to break off to the left every time. Now,
understand that first you should already have the
airplane trimmed as best as possible with thrust,
incidence, wing balance, etc. Now after trimmed
properly, let's say it still wants to break to the left by
itself every time you come up to a spin entry. You
want to have a flight mode trim set up for spin rates,
which puts a little bit of right rudder when you
approach the spin and hit the switch (just like you
would if you hit the dual rate switch). By the way, I
had an IMAC plane that stalled straight ahead from
upright spin, but from inverted it needed a different
rudder trim to break into the stall straight ahead-- in
a spin entry and not have the nose wander off one
direction as I was approaching stall.
First, go to flight mode setup in the system menu.
Select F Mode Setup, and select the switch you want
to set up the flight mode (I use switch F) then you are
done! You then go to Trim Setup• in the system
menu and select flight mode• for each trim you want
affected (in my example, rudder). You are done! If
you want to name your flight mode (e.g., regular
flight, snap, spin) go back to system menu, select
Flight Mode Name Setup•. Then name each one as
appropriate.
Now, you want to do this all AFTER you have the
plane all set up and trimmed out. That way the F
Mode trim will carry your baseline trim for all the
flight modes, and then you can do the fine tune trim
for the spin flight mode. As you approach your stall
for spin you can adjust the rudder trim to get a nice
clean straight ahead break on your spin, and not
affect your regular flying trim. You also want to
make sure you take note of this if you transfer models
to a buddy who wants to start with your model
memory as a baseline for his plane and who may not

need this flight mode trim setup for his spin entry.
Another example is a landing Flight Mode, which
neutralizes the throttle-to-down elevator mix. You
may have in for your straight vertical down lines for
square loops and stall turn downlines.
Flight modes. Here is another example. While flying
electric, I noticed that some of the larger pitch
propellers that are very light have the tendency to
slow down quickly when entering a stall turn. This
reduces the air blowing over the rudder during a stall
turn itself. By setting up a flight condition for stall
turns, you can put a bit more idle trim (idle up) for
getting a smoother stall turn. You can even set up a
completely separate throttle curve for each flight
mode. This not only gives you the ability to idle up
during a stall turn, but provide a different power
curve for some maneuvers- for example snap rolls on
a 45 degree down line may require more mid- stick
throttle curve to get it cleanly executed. By tying a
throttle curve to your snap rate (flight mode) it gives
you more power where you need it during that snap
maneuver.

directly (linking it to flight modes or tie it to your
dual rate switch rather than leaving it on all the time
rather than setting up a separate flight mode trim for
idle to change with position of the throttle stick.) See
pictures.

But to keep things simple to start, here is a picture
that shows the setup for dual ailerons and dual
elevators for the Dx6e. Many of the pre-set mix
settings such as rudder-to-aileron and rudder-toelevator are all set up for getting the plane trimmed
in knife edge, etc, at a later time.

Now, back to detailed flight mode setups.
With respect to idle down for landing, the same can
be done using flight mode trim. I normally land with
very low idle (just enough to keep the motor spinning
in order to slow the plane down). I also land on high
rates (spin rate) for extra control. One way to set up
a flight mode so that the idle is set lower to slow
down for landing. As discussed earlier about some
elevator trim (up elevator trim) that comes in at low
throttle- just a little which basically would offset the
down throttle to down elevator (you should make
sure that you disable trim on that P Mix- a subject for
another evening) that is used for straight down lines
during square loops or other maneuvers that have a
down-line. However, I actually found that it’s easier
to just turn that mix on and off from the P Mix menu

So as you can see there are a whole lot of
opportunities for flight modes in your programming
setups.
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